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To the judges: 
 
Twenty-nine years ago, Florida signed away its power to regulate religious children's homes. 
Since then, virtually anyone claiming a list of religious ideals has been able to open a home for 
unwanted children and start collecting money with no government oversight. 
 
Instead of state social workers, monitoring is left to the Florida Association of Christian Child 
Caring Agencies, a religious group run by the same people who run the homes. 
 
The sad product of this history -- unlicensed homes, operating for years in rural areas out of 
plain sight and run by zealous operators who believe they answer only to God -was revealed by 
the Tampa Bay Times in its series "In God's Name." 
 
In the name of religion, preachers beholden to no one locked children away in rooms for weeks 
at a time. They whipped them with sticks, chained them in their beds at night and forced them 
to exercise to the verge of death. 
 
Black children were told they were only good for slavery. Girls were taught menstruation made 
them unclean. Gay teens were berated as sinners; one boy forced to live on the floor and hosed 
down like an animal. 
 
Until Tampa Bay Times reporter Alexandra Zayas shone a light on the darkest corners of our 
child welfare system, these homes were largely forgotten, the extent of abuse unknown. That 
unlicensed religious homes existed at all came as a surprise to some top officials at the state 
Department of Children and Families. 
 
No longer. 
 
Zayas' yearlong investigation cataloged years of abuse at unlicensed religious homes and 
revealed that some homes stripped of their religious exemptions continued operating illegally 
with no credentials at all. State child safety workers could easily have shut down rogue programs 
if they had asked the most basic of questions. 
 
Instead, they regularly investigated alleged crimes on campuses and didn't bother to check if the 
homes had their required credentials. As a result, Zayas revealed, abusive homes stayed in 
business for years or remade themselves under new names. 
 
Changes prompted by her reporting have been swift: 

 Based on Zayas' questions,  the state launched an unprecedented search for illegal 
children's homes and ordered abuse investigators to start checking credentials when they 
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visit a home. For the first time, the state is tracking abuse complaints against exempted 
religious facilities. 

 A Christian home that nearly killed one boy and shackled another for weeks is on the 
cusp of being shut down. Six more homes face similar fates if they fail to get licensed in 
coming weeks. 

 Florida launched a statewide search to find foster children in state care who had been 
placed illegally in unlicensed homes. Officials removed children or forced the homes to 
get licensed. They discovered more than a dozen had been illegally placed since 2000. 

 Even the non-profit organization that oversees many religious homes was forced to act. 
It ordered one home to stop confining children for long periods and has pledged to ban 
the use of mechanical restraints. For the first time, the group is considering a ban on 
corporal punishment. 

 
The reporting that led to these changes was not easy. Government records about the homes are 
scarce.  Most of what does exist, including the details of abuse investigations, is secret under 
state law. 
 
The reporter was forced to spend months tracking down and interviewing adults who spent their 
childhood at the homes. When someone described an incident, Zayas painstakingly tracked 
down others who could confirm it. 
 
Zayas crisscrossed Florida to convince group homes to let her in. She was confronted by 
preachers - mostly men - who had spent a career telling girls in their care they could not wear 
pants and should not speak unless spoken to. She was bullied by school officials who personally 
attacked her for questioning God's work. One girls home began a campaign to disrupt the Times 
investigation by pressuring former residents to remain silent or recant their statements. 
 
Even so, Zayas found her way inside five group homes and was able to witness the extreme 
discipline and questionable treatment of children. She made the most of these moments, 
successfully arguing in some cases that she be allowed to interview children in private. 
 
When she witnessed boys being force-fed bowls of mushy, vinegar-soaked vegetables as 
punishment, she demanded to eat a bowl. When she was led to a make-shift cell for girls, she 
crawled on the floor to verify the smell of urine and vomit reported by former residents. 
 
Her extraordinary pursuit of information generated compelling stories, but it also allowed the 
newspaper to provide a first-of-its-kind resource to desperate parents. Online, the paper 
published a searchable database of all unlicensed religious homes in Florida, along with their 
abuse complaints and testimonials from former residents. 
 
Parents -- and the rest of Florida -- are no longer in the dark. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
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